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HERN NAMED
ELECTION HEAD
BY COUNCIL
Findings of the committee which
was appointed at last quarter’s
organizations dinner to study the
possibilities of creating a simple,
economical, and convenient method
of exchanging text books, were
presented to the student council
last night at Its regular meeting
in the Student Union.
THREE PLANS
Of the three methods submitted
by Royal Scott. chairman, the
council granted the Book Exchange committee authority to
further perfect one and make a
more detailed study of the other
two,
The council also appointed Bill
Hera, pending
his
acceptance.
judge of student body elections
which will be held May 14 and 17.
Date of the nominations assembly
was set at May 7.
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FINAL CHANCE
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Hugh Staley’ FOR
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Nominate
Chairman
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HUGH STALEY,
student body president and foot ball player, who will be chairman of the Interclass Debate
Tournament tomorrow.

First Noon Hop
Q uarter Held

The method to which the council showed its preference and recommended further perfection we.,
the "card index plan". which would
enable students to file in a card
catalog information on any text
hooks they might have for sale.
Heralding the arrival of spring.
According to the committee, this
, the Social Affairs committee pre-’
flateM would provide a central
clearing house for students who I sents its first noon dance of the
quarter in the quad today from
wish to sell their own books,
OPEN BOOK MARKET
12:30 to 1 o’clock.
While the council thought the’
Sheldon Taix and his orchestra
foregoing plan to be the most I will
play for the hop, the first in
feasible of the three submitted,’
noon dances to be
the committee recommended the a series of
"book mart" as being the best. given for San Jose State college
Under this plan a book sale would students, says Walt Curry, dance
be held at the beginning of each chairman.
quarter with tables set up in the
Large turnouts at the dances
inner quad, departmentalized and for the last two quarters have
Clerked by student volunteers from proven the popularity of the outvarious service organizations.
door hops, according to Curry.
The "mart" would be governed The continuance of these events
bY
committee of five members depends upon the interest shown
drawn from various service organ - by students at today’s dance, he

In Quad Today

Hugh Staley has been chosen
chairman of the Anal contest in
the Interclass Debate Tournament
which will be held in the quad
tomorrow at 12:20.
ROCCHI TALKS
Heber Nelson, freshman, and
Kenneth Wallace, junior, will take
the affirmative side of the question, "Resolved: that subsidization of college athletics is justiliable". Gene Rocchl, former Spartan gridder, arguing for the Juniors, will, strangely enough, talk
on the negative side of the question, as will Ronald Mass, fresh.
Because of the individual conflicts concerning the subject, thus
dividing the freshmen and juniors
into two sides, it will be necessary
to judge the participants on a
point basis, according to Dave Atkinson, in charge of arrangements.
MEDALS AT STAKE
Two medals will be given the
winners and names of the victors
will be engraved on a cup on display in the library showcase.
Ellis Ruther, president of Spartan Senate, honorary debate +lociety, which is sponsoring the tournament, will introduce Staley.
Judges for the debate will be
Weaver Meadows, commerce instructor; Ben Winkelman, football
coach; and James Clancy, speech
instructor and dramatics director,

Course Deadline
Friday, April 19. is the last
day to drop courses, according
to Registrar Joe West.
Students are asked to complete the procedure for dropping
courses before the deadline.

Acceding to the requests of
the few students who have
failed to make their advance
La Torre payments, members
of the yearbook staff will be
on duty in the Student Union
lobby from 12 to 3 o’clock today for the last time to collect
payments for the annual.
"Today Is absolutely the last
chance to pay for the 1940 La
Torre," announces Editor Bill
Laffoon. "Students who wish a
copy of the annual when it Is
published In June must pay
now."
A charge of 4 cents is made
for students who have been
registered in the college for
three consecutive quarters. Students who have not been enrolled for this period must pay
50 cents for each quarter not
in attendance.

AWS Council Will
Today For

Meet

Sneak

Week

Dissatisfied with the reaction of the student body
tow ard the Spardi Gras
ueen election, Chairman
Bob Payne yesterday
changed the method of choosing
the co-ed to rule over the spring
carnival.
Due to lack of interest and general inadequacy of the present system, Payne decided to close the
balloting as it has been carried
on the past two days, and put selection of eight of the ten winners
in the hands of college men’s organizations and a committee
TWO

NOW

CHOSEN

Due to the high number of votes
twod Redo,.di l ed gode
walorzedny jrencneeivGednnsaby
and
Booth, it was decided that they
should be among the ten whose
pictures will be sent to Bing Crosbneyr.for final selection of the win -

Talk

Junior and senior women will be
given an opportunity to present
their side of Sneak Week activities at a meeting of the AWS
council this afternoon at 4:00 in
AWS room.
SNEAK WEEK TALK
All upperciass co-eds are urged
by AWS President Audrey Morrell
to attend today’s meeting In order
to participate In a discussion of
kidnapping activities usually carried on during Sneak Week.
Efforts to establish closer cooperation between the AWS and
WAA councils will also be discussed with members of both counells joining in conference.
A.W.S. JINX
Final matter scheduled for today s consideration will be plans
for the AWS Jinx which will be
held in the Women’s gymnasium
on April 25.

Every men’s group on the campus is permitted to enter a can didate in the competition, accordtog to Payne. The other eight
girls will be chosen from the oringainttiezteitdiodnmpcdadneddiddaftesstudbyedat

Body

President Hugh Staley, Payne,
Spartan Daily Editor Bill Rodrick, Bill Sweeney, junior claim
adviser, and Dr. Robert Rhodes,
who was student president in 1928.
DEADLINE EXTENDED
Due to the sudden change in
procedure, the deadline for entering candidates into the queen race
has been extended until Friday at
one o’clock, according to Payne.
Under the previous plan the aloetion was to have stopped this afternoon. When organizations have
made their selection, the name of
the candidate is to be dropped in to the contributions box in the
Publications office.
-

Campus Groups
STUDENTS HOLD PEACE Will Discuss
FINAL PLAY OF YEAR
RALLY IN QUAD FRIDAY School Affairs
(Continued on Page Pow)

says.

Observation of National Peace Day will take place Friday noon
in the quad with a program sponsored by the Campus Peace society
and by student
delegates to the Santa Clara Youth Council, accordto Miss Karen Loft.
A speaker. to he announced

hominy, the Peace Day
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later. and the
selling of Peace’
NY tags in the quad will he In dulled in the local program Na-

3f3
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Final
La Torre Payment
Today

is

being

by the National Student
Peace Committee.
On the programs which will
be presented
Nita), on practically all college
eaniPuseel throughout the country.
the Plans are tieing niade Lay local
organizations and ntudent/3 intereard in the peace movement.
Itateo Miss Lott

Schick Tests Given
Thursday; Sign Now

For the benefit of students
who signed too late for the
Schick tests Monday, the Health
department is offering another
test tomorrow, announces Miss
Margaret Twombly, Health instructor.
Those wishing to take the test
must sign up for it today in the
Health office, Room 31, for
Friday.

Representatives from around 80
officially recognized campus organizations will meet again this
quarter Monday night at 7:30
o’clock in the Student Union to
discuss problems of pertinent student interest.
Sponsored by the student council, the organization meetings were
put on a quarterly basis following
requests that such action be taken
at the winter quarter organization
banquet.
Full reports on the results of
the investigations started at the
last organization dinner will be
given the representatives attending, according to Council Secretary Margaret McCarthy, along
with other information on the progress of Spardl Gras and Revelries.

’Heartbreak House’ Trials Tuesday
A

of a war atmosphere, the play is exLondoners ceedingly timely. It is not until
the last of the play that the pecuduring the early period of the
liar attitudes and actions of the
World War is the main theme of
characters is explained by the im"Heartbreak House". George Ber- minence of physical danger.
nard Shaw’s satirical comedy, and
Orson Welles and his Mercury
closing presentation of the spring Theater group in New York predrama season, according to Hugh sented the play laid year and also
Gillis, Speech department head. gave sections of it on his radio
TRYOUTS TUESDAY
program. James Clancy has been
Tryouts for this play will be chosen to direct this closing San
held at 4 o’clock in the Little Jose Player production.
Theater on Tuesday, and any stu"HAY FEVER" CAST
dents who are interested in Mr.
That Bob Glea soli has been
Shaw’s type or comedy are urged, awarded the pan of Simon Bliss
to come.
in "Hay Fever" with Harrel McBecause of Its treatment of the Creath as his understudy was also
International predicaments and Its announced by Mr. Gillis
vivid

characterization

group of sophisticated
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Long-Needed Move. . .
The change in the Spardi Gras queen voting procedure
announced yesterday by Chairman Bob Payne represents a
move long needed and long in coming which will clear up
many of the evils of previous contest voting and eliminate I
the slightly farcial nature into which the affair sometimes 1
previously developed,
In years past, the selection of the Spardi Gras king or
queen, as far as honest student selection went, was pure
farce. We do not mean to suggest that the final selections
weren’t fully in accord with the choices of the student
body in generalthey probably werebut only a very
small portion of the student body ever took the trouble
to vote.
Paced with an apathetic student body and a system of
oting which resulted in general ballot box stuffing being
considered the expected and only method of successfully
nominating a candidate, the Spardi Gras committee had,
in the past, no alternative but to use discretion in considering those nominated under the old system as what students as a whole would really consider the finest of Spartan man or womanhood.
be
ho
Under the new systemm of nomination, it should
Possible to select ten individuals who will stand above all
others as worthy of the honor without resorting to juggling
the votes around to get the proper candidates. The student
body as a whole can cypress its opinion, although in this
case, the contest might be better run by having the individual classes nominate candidates, in addition to nominations made by organizations and general student body batlotting.

NOTICES

FOUR. 1)

TWO

There is no question that the school colors, gold and
white, are impractical for the uses to which they are commonly put; the change to gold and blue in football uniforms, for example, illustrates that point.
The matter of officially recognizing the change can’t
come, though, until a definite substitute has been chosen.
Gold and blue has been suggested because several thousand
dollars worth of football uniforms feature that color; but
UC also uses blue and goldwe ought to try to be original.
Unless a majority of the students want the change
recognized, this practical attempt to outlaw the expensive
gold and white will meet with the same opposition that
several others have; and in order to have a majority behind
the change, some previous selection should be made in regard to the substitute color.
A student poll will be conducted in the near future
in order to determine the attitude toward the question, and
to find the preference as to colors.
You can’t have the change officially recognized by
waiting and wishing; there are too many others doing the
same thing. If you want the colors changed, say so; the
Graham.
Daily wants your opinion.
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Will George Latka
come into
By DR. T. W. MactQUARRIE
the Spartan Daily office
between
1 and 2 o’clock today?
were
others
and
these
That Commerce banquet Friday ceed,
Hank
Littee.
and
evening wan a grand success. To stressed. After conferences
bring together so many of the discussions with many of the most I
Executive committee meeting
of
leading business men of this com- successful of our business leaders, Young Democrats to
be held tomunity in such intimate associa- Professor Jackson and his collab- day at 4 p.m. in the
Student lin.
tion with the students in Com- orators agreed that the old-fash- ion.
Griffin.
ioned virtues were still potent.
merce was a tine idea.
- - Really I was greatly impressed Upon high character great success
Camp Leadership g roup
will
by the whole affair. Every Item still depends.
meet at noon today In Room
8216.
Professor Jackson did not stress Mrs. Edna
was a success, the name cards,
Sefton, Campfire girls
the hosts and hostesses, the table education, he did not stress native executive, will speak.
decorations, the progra m, and intelligence, but he did stress good
more than all, the very wonderful health, reliability, at cooperative
Council of Freshman W
purpose.
of
singleness
spirit,
by
a
given
address
and inspirational
club meet in front of the y’
loom
Dean Jackson of the Stanford Success is possible to those who at 4 o’clock today.
achieve.
will
to
have
the
Graduate School of Business.
Sanchez,
chez, prear".m
It is rather generally assumed
I wish inure of iis could have
heard that address. Dean Jackson that we cannot do much about, We can train ourselves to be In.
reported on a, study which he hail inn- native capacity to acquire ac- dependent, to come to our 01VII
tarried out to determine if pus- ademic learning. (Must of us can conclusions and act on them,
Really a colleggi. ehi:uldeaotif
sible the characteristics w h IC 11 :require more than we du, but
lead- (lias not intelligence, it’s charLi),fermm
an otportunIty
!nude for success in businessr
t
for the
ership. He described a number of : icter.1
get
himIt is pretty generally agreed s,lf and make of his potentialities
the outstanding leaders in American industry, and analyzed their that we can do something about something worthwhile than it is
personalities in a truly scholarly our personalities. We can establish 1.01 him to go through the motions
good habits of living, both personal. of the college program. It’s a
manner,
It was most encouraging to re- and community. We can train our il,i,nrieeefeorshouldt e thinking.reAmeymounbeg,
alize that success in this great selves to be honest, to work steadalways
free country of ours still depends ily and to a definite purpose. We that he will probably live with
obligations
faithcan
meet
our
old-fashioned
virtues
himself
upon those
for a long time, and he
we have always admired. Honesty, fully. We can establish good hab- may as well guarantee the quality
Industry, friendliness, faith, loy- its of recreation, of reading, of of his company while he hjj tke
alty, hope, determination to suc- listening to the ubiquitous radio. opportunity.
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FINAL CHANCE
Clubs Will
Hugh Staley1 FOR
LA TORRE
Nominate
Chairman
Candidates
For Debate

CHAIRMAN

Findings of the committee which
appointed at last quarter’s
organizations dinner to study the
possibilities of creating a simple,
economical, and convenient method
of exchanging text hooks, were
presented to the student council
last night at its regular meeting
in the Student Union.
wan

THREE PLANS
Of the three methods submitted
by Royal Scott, chairman, the
council granted the Book Exchange committee authority to
further perfect one and make a
more detailed study of the other
two.
The council also appointed Bill
Hem, pending
his acceptance.
judge of student body elections
which will he held May 14 and 17
Date of the nominations assembly
was set at May 7.

HUGH STALEY,
student body president
football player, who will be chairman of the Interclass Debate
Tournament tomorrow.

and

First Noon Hop
of Q uarter Held

system

turnouts

Hugh Staley has been chosen
chairman of the final contest in
the Interclass Debate Tournament
which will be held in the quad
tomorrow at 12:20.
ROCCHI TALKS
Heber Nelson, freshman, and
Kenneth Wallace, junior, will take
the affirmative side of the question, "Resolved: that subsidization of college athletics is justifiable". Gene Rocchi, former Spartan gridder, arguing for the juniors, will, strangely enough, talk
on the negative side of the question, as will Ronald Mass, frosh.
Because of the individual conflicts concerning the subject, thus
dividing the freshmen and juniors
two sides. it will he necessary
to judge the participants on a
point basis, according to Dave Atiii/18011, in charge of arrangements.
MEDALS AT STAKE
Two medals will be give
the
vn
winners and nas
me of t he ictors
will be engraved on a cup on display in the library showcase.
Ellis Rother, president of Spartan Senate, honorary debate sariety, which is sponsoring the tour!lament, will introduce Staley.
Judges for the debate will be
Weaver Meadows, commerce instructor; Ben Winkelman, football
coach; and James Clancy, speech
instructor and dramatics director,

in.

The method to which the. courted showed its preference and rueommended further perfectain was
the "card index plan". which woulil
enable students to tile in it card
catalog lnformci t ion in any list
hooks they might have for side
I leralding the arrival of spring,’
According to the (’ommittee. this
the Social Affairs committee prewould provide a central
sents its first noon dance of the
clearing ho
for
. who
quarter in the quail today from
wish to sell their own books.
OPEN BOOK MARKET
’ 12:30 to I o’clock.
While the council thought thel
Sheldon Taix and his orchestra
foregoing plan to be the most
will play for the hop, the first in
feasible of the three submitted,’
to be
the committee recommended the a series of noon dances
"book mart" as being the best. given for San Jose State college
Under this plan a book sale would students, says Walt Curry, dance
be held at the beginning of each chairman.
quarter with tables set up in the
at the dances
Large
inner quad, departmentalized and for the last two quarters have
clerked by student volunteers from proven the popularity of the outvariOUS service organizations.
door hops, according to Curry.
rhe "mart" would be governed The continuance of these events
by a committee of five members depends upon the interest shown
drawn from various service organ- by students at today’s dance, he

In Quad Today
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Final
La Torre Payment
Today

Course Deadline
Friday, April 19. is the last
day to drop courses, according
to Registrar Joe West.
Students are asked to complete the procedure for dropping
courses before the deadline.

Acceding to the requests of
the few students who have
failed to make their advance
La Torre payments, members
of the yearbook staff will be
on duty in the Student Union
lobby from 12 to 3 o’clock today for the last time to collect
payments for the annual.
"Today Is absolutely the last
chance to pay for the 1940 La
Torre," announces Editor Bill
Lefton. "Students who wish a
copy of the annual when it is
published in June must pay
now."
A charge of 4 cents is made
for students who have been
registered in the college for
three consecutive quarters. Students Who have not been enrolled for this period must pay
50 cents for each quarter not
in attendance.

Dissatisfied with the reaction of the student body
toward the Spardi Gras
queen election, Chairman
Bob P a y n e yesterday

changed the method of choosing
the co-ed to rule over the spring
carnival.
Due to lack of interest and general inadequacy of the present system, Payne decided to close the
balloting as it has been parried
on the past two days, and put selection of eight of the ten winners
in the hands of college men’s organizations and a committee.
TWO

NOW

CHOSEN

Due to the high number of votes
already received by two college
women, June Gross and Florence
Booth, It was decided that they
should be among the ten whose
pictures will be sent to Bing Crosby for final selection of the winner.
Every men’s group on the campus is permitted to enter a
in the competition, according to Payne. The other eight
girls will be chosen from the organization candidates by a committee composed of Student Body
President Hugh Staley, Payne,
Spartan Daily Editor Bill Rodrick, Bill Sweeney, junior class
adviser, and Dr. Robert Rhodes,
who was student president In 1928.
DEADLINE EXTENDED

AWS Council Will
yaFor
doT,htooB
Sneak Week Talk

In

Junior and senior women will be
given an opportunity to present
their side of Sneak Week activities at a meeting of the AWS
council this afternoon at 4:00 in
the AWS room.
SNEAK WEEK TALK
All upperclass co-eds are urged
by AWS President Audrey Morrell
to attend today’s meeting in order
to participate in a discussion of
kidnapping activities usually carried on during Sneak Week.
Efforts to establish closer cooperation between the AWS and
WAA councils will also be discussed with members of both councils joining in conference.
A.W.S. JINX
Final matter scheduled for today’s consideration will be plans
for the AWS Jinx which will be
held in the Women’s gymnasium
on April 25.

didate

can-

Due to the sudden change In
procedure, the deadline for entering candidates into the queen race
has been extended until Friday at
one o’clock, according to Payne.
Under the previous plan the election was to have stopped this afternoon. When organizations have
made their selection, the name of
the candidate is to be dropped into the contributions box in the
Publications office.

Campus Groups
STUDENTS HOLD PEACE Will Discuss
FINAL PLAY OF YEAR
RALLY IN QUAD FRIDAY School Affairs
(Cfroninued ox Page Paw)

says.

Observation of National Peace Day will take place Friday noon
the quad with a program sponsored by the Campus Peace society
and by student
delegates to the Santa Clara Youth Council, accord
ing to Miss Karen Loft.
A sPeaker. t"
announced
Schick Tests Given
in

later, and the selling
cif Peace
nay tags in the quad will tie in
eluded in the local
tirogram Nii
tft8IIY. the Peace Dity in hone
ormnanred by the National Si iident
Peace (annulate,.
On the prograliai Which will
he
Priday on
practically

preSvnted

all college;
eanipages throughout
the eountry,
the plans fire being ovule by Ii ia
mruilzationet and of Mil-tits int erWed in the p
DSILK11111
miiveinent.!
f
Miss Loft
ilatea

Thursday; Sign Now
For the benefit of students
who signed too late for the
Schick tests Monday, the Health
department is offering another
test tomorrow, announces Miss
Margaret Twombly, Health in-

structor.
Those wishing to take the test
must sign up for it today in the
Health office, Room 31, for
Friday.

Representatives from around 80
officially recognized campus organizations will meet again this
quarter Monet a y night at 7:30
o’clock in the Student Union to
discusa problems of pertinent student interest.
Sponsored by the student council, the organization meetings were
put on a quarterly basis following
requests that such action he taken;
at the winter quarter organizationi
banquet.
Full reports on the results of
I In. investigationn started at the’
hit organization dinner will he
given the representatives atlend- ;
ing. according to Council Seem. McCarthy. along;
t ;try Margaret
with other infornuition on the pro -1
green of Spardi Orris and Revelries.,

’Heartbreak House’ Trials Tuesday
A

vivid

of a war atmosphere, the play is exLondoners ceedingly timely. It Is not until
during the early period of the the last of the play that the peculiar attitudes and actions of the
characters Is explained by the Im"Heartbreak House". George Ber- minence of physical danger.
nard Shaw’s satirical comedy, and
Orson Welles and hie Mercury
closing presentation of the spring Theater group in New York predrama season, according to Hugh sented the play last year and also
Gillis, Speech department head. gave sections of it on his radio
TRYOUTS TUESDAY
program. James Clancy has been
Tryouts for this play will be chosen to direct this closing San
held at 4 o’clock in the Little, Jose. Player production.
Theater on Tueriday, and any stu"HAY FEVER" CAST
dents who an. interested in Mr.
That Bob Gleason has been
Shaw’s type if comedy are urged awarded the part of Simon Bliss
in "Hay Fever" with Harris Meto come
Because of its treatment of the Creath as his understudy was also
international predicaments and its I announced by Mr. Gillis.
characterization

group of sophisticated
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I k
281 E San Fernando
have the will to achieve.
Phone Ballard 2461-W
Graduate School of Business.
Mary Sanchez, pHs.
Office Phone, Ballard 7800
it is rather generally assumed
I wish inure of us could have
heard that address. Dean Jackson that we cannot do much about We can train ourselves to
be
DAY EDITOR, This Issue
YRR
EP.nI
VANCE
reported on a Study which he hail our native capacity to acquire ac- dependent, to come to our owl
i.itried out to determine if pus- ,iilentic learning. (Most of us can conclusions and act on
them.
Ode the characteristics which ii quit, more than we du, but
Really a college education is
iiiade for success in business lead- Mars not intelligence, it’s char- i3111:ifi;.olfw2asotto
togopportunityethold
rship. He described a number of .ttti.t
otofrthe
himIt is pretty generally agreed a It and make of his
the outstanding leaders in Amerpotentialities
wan industry, and analysed their that we can do something about something worthwhile than
it is
personalities in a truly scholarly our personalities. We can establish ir hm to go through the
up
.renngood
a
m
s
n
oitom
of living,
habits
both
personal
of the college program
was most encouraging to re-’ and community. We can train our- time for private thinking ..A It’s
yourt;
alize that success In this great, selves to be honest, to work stead- person should always
remember
free country of ours still depends ily and to a definite purpose. We i that he will probably live
With
upon those old-fashioned
can meet our obligations faith- himself for a long time,
and lie
we have always admired. Honesty, fully. We can establish good hab- may as well guarantee the
(play
Industry, friendliness, faith, loy- its of recreation, of reading, of of his company while he
kel the
alty, hope, determination to sue- listening to the ubiquitous radio. opportunity.
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Long -Needed Move. . .

The change in the Spardi Gras queen voting procedure
announced yesterday by Chairman Bob Payne represents a
move long needed and long in coming which will clear
many of the evils of previous contest voting and eliminate
the slightly farcial nature into which the affair sometimes
previously developed.
In years past, the selection of the Spardi Gras king or
queen, as far as honest student selection went, was pure
farce. We do not mean to suggest that the final selections
weren’t fully in accord with the choices of the student
body in generalthey Probably were--but only a very
small Portion of the student body ever took the trouble
to vote.
Faced with an apathetic student body and a system of
oting which resulted in general ballot box stuffing being
considered the expected and only method of successfully
nominating a candidate, the Spardi Gras committee had,
in the past, no alternative but to use discretion in considering those nominated under the old system as what students as a whole would really consider the finest of Spartan man or womanhood.
Under the new system of nomination, it should be
possible to select ten individuals who will stand above all
others as worthy of the honor without resorting to juggling
the votes around to get the proper candidates. The student
body as a whole can etpress its opinion, although in this
case, the contest might be better run by having the individual classes nominate candidates, in addition to nominations made by organizations and general student body ballottinx.

it
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If You Want A Change. . .

TWO

There is no question that the school colors, gold and’
white, are impractical for the uses to which they are commonly put; the change to gold and blue in football uniforms, for example, illustrates that point.
The matter of officially recognizing the change can’t
come, though, until a definite substitute has been chosen.
Gold and blue has been suggested because several thousand
dollars worth of football uniforms feature that color; but
UC also uses blue and goldwe ought to try to be original.
Unless a majority of the students want the change
recognized, this practical attempt to outlaw the expensive
gold and white will meet with the same opposition that
several others have; and in order to have a majority behind
the change, some previous selection should be made in regard to the substitute color.
A student poll will be conducted in the near future
in order to determine the attitude toward the question, and
to find the preference as to colors.
You can’t have the change officially recognized by
waiting and wishing; there are too many others doing the
same thing. If you want the colors changed, say so; the
Daily wants your opinion.
_ --Graham.
_
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delicious cakes baked In
inc. layer squares and topped
with frosting about half the
price of layer cakes.
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this year, Todd, who is working
for a credential at San Jose State
college, tossed the spear out 207
feet against Stanford and 213 feet
against the University of California and Washington State college
in a triangular meet Saturday.
Todd has hopes this
vanquishing the Trojan javelin
y r acef
and national record holder, Bobby
Peoples, when the two meet April
The San Jose State varsity tennis team kept its four-year mark
28. The former Spartan’s best
mark is 228 feet, made In Germany unblemished as consecutive victory number 31 was scored at the exwhile
barnstorming
with
the P ense of the University of San Francisco squad, 9 to 0, on the Seventh
riity next Tuesday.
street courts.
,Itorious in the only two meets A.A.U. champions of 1938.

ay KEITH BIRLEM
a foreign
ianaluir face with
that Cantina! clad javelin
with the
or working out daily
the Seventh
tan harriers at
if PIL
brought the
*sell Todd, who
Intercollegiate track
et National
,uopimehlp home to Sparta In
to meet his
at snow preparing
inerteammates as a repreeentaclub when the
.,tof the Olympic
oped 0 tangles with the local

STATE TENNIS SQUAD
WINS 31ST STRAIGHT
AS U.S.F. IS BEATEN

CO-ED TAKES TENNIS TITLE
defeated

Estelle

J.C.. 3-6. Theresa
Francisco junior Lemke and Dorothy Dahl, doubles
tenni, was defeated by the Mann
sge, in the finals to win the
C. in the semi-finals, 4-6.
Jose
San
for
:oeed singles title
Other schools participating in
college at the San Francisco
the playday were Mills College,
C. tennis playday at the Palace
San Mateo J.C., Mann J.C., San
Fine Arts last Saturday.
hrriet Sheldon, second singles, Francisco J.C., and San Frandefeated in the finals by Meryl disco State.

lean Hooker
iondian. San

W11111,11i.

Malin

DTO Challenges
Delta Theta Omega, campus
social fraternity, announced
yesterday that they are challenging any social on -campus
fraternity to a track meet.
DTO won the last Inter -fraternity meet held three years
ago.
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Although

meeting

one of the
strongest college track teams in
the country today, Coach Tiny

er’s third consecutive victory since

The center of attention will be
moving up from his second posi- focused on Paul Moore, Stanford’s
ace distance man, who will be
tion.
gunning for a new world’s record
Harper combined with Jack Dixin the 1320-yard run. Moore, who
on to keep their undefeated mark
has been running the half mile
clean by whipping the U.S.F. duo
and mile races in dual meets this
of Dapello and Ed Toppins, 6-4,
year, will attempt to break the
6-2. Harper and Dixon are entered
record of 2:59.5 up for acceptance
in the mid -state tennis tourney at
by Sidney Wooderaon, Great Brit Fresno this week -end.
Britain’s premier runner.
’Vic Ehle, George Egling, and
As there will be no mile run,
Captain George Kifer were forced
to three sets by their Don op- Coach Hartranft will enter Vin
Ruble, towering San Jose distance
ponents before winning.
man, in the half mile only. Ruble,
Summary:
who coasted home in second place
SINGLES
last Saturday behind Fresne’s BobSan Jose man named first:
be preparing for
Ed Harper d. Ed Deepen* 6-0, 6-1. by Madrid, will
Vic Ehle d. Ed Topkins 6-2, 4-8, the Invasion of San Diego’s middle
distance performers Saturday.
6-4.
Co -captain Tony Sunzeri in the
Jack Dixon d. John Rare 6-0, 6-0.
George Egling d. Bob Tompkins San Jose hope for a first plane
against the Indian institution. Sun2-6, 6-1, 6-3.
George Quetin d. Doug venve 6-2, zees mark of 13 feet 8 inches set
in the Long Beach Relays last
6-1.
George Kifer d. Phil Povey 8-6, month, it, better than the efforts
of Stanford’s trio of bamboo ar4-6, 6-4.
tists. Sunzert is consistent at 13
DOUBLES
Harper-Dixon d. Dapello-Toppins, feet 6 inches and may go higher
on the fine Stanford pit.
6-4, 6-2.
Ticky Vasconcellos and John
Peek may grab one-two in the
Venve-Povey 6-1, broad jump as Stanford’s entries,
Ray Brown. Thor Peterson, and
Vic Chambers, have been inconsistent throughout the season. Vasconcellos is undefeated this year,
while Peek was the nation’s number one junior college broad jumper last year.
Zaro-Thompkins,

d.
Ehl-Egling
6-3, 6-0.
Quetin-Kifer d.
7-5.
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REDSKIN RUNNER
AFTER RECORD

Hartranft’s varsity track and field
aggregation is not worried about
the outcome. The Spartans will
use the meet merely as a workout
reparation for the important
Lanky Ed Harper, playing in the number one singles spot vacated
in p
iconference
clash with San Diego
by the ineligible John Krysiak, continued his win streak by conquering State at Spartan field
Saturday
Ed Dapello 6-0, 6-1. This is Harp- I afternoon.

12-T-5 SHOP

)

Tony Sunzeri
Favored To Cop
Pole Vault
From Indians

PE QF

PRA CriCA-L- SPUN

PQL..LA- DOT.,,, AND S ()LI 0

HAPEtUrk PASTEL-5. 01Z RED AND W H

Frosh Nine In
Finale; Meet
, Salinas J. C.

The Spartans will offer little
competition to the Stanford squad
in the majority of the other events.

Coach Larry Fiorini’s freshman
baseball team puts the finishing
touches to one of the most suc-1
cessful frosh seasons on record
tomorrow afternoon when they
meet Salinas junior college in the
Lettuce City.
The junbir collegians are one of
the two ball clubs who hold victories over the frosh. University
of California’s freshmen boast of
the other win, scored in San Jose’s’
first game of the year with very’
little previous practice. Since that
game Morita’s squad went on to
win nine straight tilts, being halted
only last week by Salinas. They accounted for their tenth victory
Saturday, beating Hollister J.C..
For the final contest, Pete "Kha
ki" Filice, best of the hurlers, wit
probably draw the starting assign

IT’S

UNIQUE!

NOTICE

*

LOST: General Botany by Holman and Robbins, upstairs in main
building. If found, please return
to Lost and Found or Dorothea
Bernsdorf. Very important as this
book is not mine.
ment. Four other better than average chuckers. A b be, Lucente,
Espinosa, and Rich will back
Filice up.
Nell will do the catching with
Bucher on first, Taylor on second,
Martinez on third, and Sunzeri at
short. In the outfield the starting
combination will be Taormina in
left. Bennett center. and Abbe
right field.
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MODERN CIVILIZATION
’rhe puce that modern civilization sets has nurtured eye
close
fat igue concentrated
work combined with artificial
lieht have contributed e-reatIv to eyesight defects
Ballard 1100

Dp.LAWRENCE

H. FOSTER

OPTOMETRIST
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Student Store Has Checkered History
Ceased As ’True C0-0p’1DELTA SIGMA !Neil Thomas PHILOSOPHY
GAMMA WILL To Speak At STUDENTS ON
When Taken Over
By College Authorities HOLD SMOKER Open Forum KQW TONIGHT
By JOHN

BLAIR

BEACH

San low State’s student store, long known as the -Student Coop", loses the title -co-operative.’ next year. This was the decision
of the student council at a meeting held last week, after hearing the
recommendations of an investigating committee headed by Verne
Williams appointed by the council to probe into the affairs and
history of the store. Other committee members were Royal Scott
and Sidney Webb.
Until the year 1924, there was
no student store. Textbooks were
usually ordered by the various in structors for their classes, and resold to the students, although students also individually purchased
books. This arrangement was not
successful, and difficulties existed.
In 1924 it was decided that a
central agency for ordering books
and other student supplies was
needed to facilitate purchasing,
and to eliminate the difficulties
which existed under the old system. An all -college fund-raising
campaign was started, and many
activities, including a variety
show, were staged. The variety
show given in 1924 was the forerunner of Spartan Revelries.
The first student store was established as a co-operative venture in a small room in‘ the Administration building, now used as
the mimeograph room. Students
were given checks for all purchases, and at the end of the school
year, were given refund from accumulated profits according to the
value of their certificates
The co-operat i ve sys t em prove d
impractical. Student "graft" was
prevalent. The co-op certificates
were accumulated by a small por-i
tion of the student body, and at
the end of the school year it was
discovered that relatively few studente held all of the certificates
issued during the year. Student
management proved inefficient.
Within three years the co-op was
$7000 in debt. Its credit was
stopped by the various book companies. The co-operative
store
reached
stagnation.
Instructors
again ordered textbooks, and resold them to their students.
In 1927 the store was taken out
of the hands of the student body,
and became a part of administration functions, under Controller
Neil Thomas. A policy determining board was established, with
President T. W. MacQuarrie, VicePresident H. F. MInssen, and Neil
Thomas as members. The store
was moved to the location of the
present Spartan Stag building in
the rear quad. In 1937 it again
moved to its present location in

-Popular Swing Records 10c

Ten cents each

Wie

CALIFORNIA RADIO SHOP
New and Used Radios
Open until 9 P.M.
588 West San Carlos
Col. 3036

Story Telling Club
Meet
Thursday Night

TY
Will

Miss Lillian Billington, assistant
professor of Education, has recently returned from a two guarter’s leave of absence in New York
where she has been working on a
new book ai eries titled, "Using
Words".
These books are a new innovation in the field of spelling, as
no books up to this time have
used language in conjunction with
spelling. They are used in the primary schools up through the
eighth grade.

*
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(Continued from Page One)
izations, and students having books
to sell would turn them over to
this group sometime before the
sale. Books not sold would be returned to their owners.
The other method, called the
"UC-UCLA" plan, would be based
on a buying and selling percentage basis, with profits accrued to
be used to defer operating and insurance expenses.
Before any definite action will be
taken, the Book Exchange committee of Scott, Fernando Toggawa, and Roger Battle will meet
with Councilman Bill Rodrick and
Ham Hodgson, and Controller Neil
Thomas to make a further analysis
of the plans.
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS CLUB
MEETS FOR ELECTION

ACCOUNTING SOCIETY
MEETS TODAY AT 4:00

Or The Best Ice Cream
Is Served To You
PROMPTLY

LANE’S FROZEN CUSTARD
136 E SAN FERNANDO ST

At

The

SAN JOSE
CREAMERY
149 8. First St.

a number of students from hi, ad.
vanced classes.

PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE
CLASS HEARS DR. BARRY
Dr. Raymond Barry, head of the
English department, will be the
speaker at the meeting of the
Discussion
Philosophy of Life
group which will be held this afternoon from 4 to 5 o’clock in
Room 14. "Humor" will be the
topic on which Dr. Barry will speak.
Everyone interested is welcome
to attend the meeting and take
part in the discussion, according
to Agnes Rider and Bill Nitschke.
co-chairmen

APO MEETING AT 7:30
IN BOWLING ALLEY
mr.ithers of. APO, college social

fraternity, will assemble this evening at the San Jose Bowling Alley at 7:30 for an hour before attending their regular meeting later
in the evening, said Ski Webb,
president.
Pledges and members alike will
Jack Lewis, the former treasur- meet at Doug Curry’s place on
er, resigned to do his student Capitol avenue where a regular
meeting will be held
teaching, leaving the vacancy.
The organization will also decide whether it is to have a conFRANK
VARGAUS
cession on Spardi Gras Day, according to Moore.

a

ice cream or sherbet carton - 5c

Extending a topic presented
two
weeks ago. "More About
Th
Simple Life", will be discussed
a
this evening’s broadcast
of the
"Thinking Out Loud"
program
over ROW at 9:15.
Two weeks ago the topic
war
"The Simple Life on a
Far Of
Isle". The evening’s broadcast
sull
be along the lines of the
former
discussion, but will follow out
the
question as to what modern
youth
can do to resolve its problems
with.
out setting up an ideal society
on
a "far off isle".

cussion will be Elmo Robinson, as.
sociate professor of philosophy, and

With the election of a new secretary the main order of business,
the Industrial Arts club will meet
today at 12:30 in the main lecture
room of the Industrial Arts building, announces Tom Moore, president of the group.

Alpha Eta Sigma, honorary accounting society, will hold a meeting today at 4 o’clock in Room
139, at which time candidates will
be selected to take an examinafor
committee
affairs
Social
tion for membership, according to
Spardl Gras dance decorations:
Francis Pearson, president.
Please meet at 12:30 today in the
Pledging will start next MonStudent Union.
day, Pearson states.
the basement of the new Student
Union.
ARTISTS
THREE INVESTIGATIONS
There have been three InvestiMATERIALS
gations of the student store since
Canvas, Brushes, Papers, Color*
it was taken over by college auSAN JOSE PAINT
thorities, the last one being just
it WALLPAPER CO.
112 So. 2nd St.
concluded. It was decided in all
Col. 23
cases that "student co-operative"
was a misnomer, because it ceased
being a co-operative store when
The Finest Milk Shakes
taken over by the administration.

5c and 10c
1404.. _ft

NEWS IN BRIEF

tellers.
This organization has recently
been incorporated with the "National Story League" and offers
many opportunities for those interested in promoting the art of
announced
Miss
telling,
story
Celeste Slauson, in charge of the
group.
This is the first meeting since
the affiliation with the National
Story Telling League and all prospective members wishing to join
are invited to attend this meeting.

COUNCIL

.

Presenting the round -table die-

LILLIAN BILLINGTON
BACK FROM NEW YORK

Double-dipped chocolate ice cream cone
pint

European war.

ents. states Holt.

Members of the Story Telling
club will meet Thursday in Room
122 at 8 o’clock to hear a recording
of "The Elephant Child" by Rudyard Kipling, author, in addition to
stories by three student story

Relax-Refresh-Rejoice
with

Second smoker of the pledge
"M -Day Plans and American
period of Delta Sigma Gamma,
Liberties" will be the topic on
Civil
social fraternity, will be held at
Neil Thomas, controller, will
which
the Hotel De Anza tonight at 8
meeting
according to President Frank speak at the Open Forum
tomorrow at 12 o’clock in the
Holt.
Vern Williams and Richard Little Theater.
According to the Open Forum
Ormsby are co-chairmen of the
M -Day
affair. This will be the last smoker chairman, Marie Tinkier,
Bill
before the beginning of the pledg- refers to the Mobilization Day
ing which will start next week. now up before Congress providing
Formerly called Yal Omed, the for mobilization of the army and
fraternity consists mainly of De - the United States citizens in case
Malays and sons of Masonic par- the United States should enter the

For Smartness
and Comfort
wear

"IN-OR-OUTERS"

NOTICES
There will be an important meat. ;
ing of the Advance Luncheon corn.
mittec today in the Morris Dailey
upstairs, 12:15 sharp. Would like
to see B. Sakamoto, K. Okada,
F. Ono and M. Kawakami.T.0
Will any student desiring daily
transportation from
Palo Alto to San Jose please not.
ify Shirley Bawman through Boa
at the co-op Or phone Palo
Alto 23329 after 6 o’clock.

round-trip
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GIVE
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THAT
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JEWELRY
That’s the
Thing.

STACKPOLE’S
That’s the
Place.
V
THIS GOOD LOOKING SPORT
SHIRT COMES IN BLUE,
GREEN, AND TAN

STACKPOU

SADDLE -STITCH COLLAR
CHALK TONE STRIPES...
IDEAL FOR WARM
WEATHER.
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IfRACKMEN MEET STANFORD TODAY
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STATE TENNIS SQUAD
WINS 31ST STRAIGHT
AS U.S.F. IS BEATEN

CO-ED TAKES TENNIS TITLE
defeated

oa_-r-s

DTO Challenges
Delta Theta Omega, campus
social fraternity, announced
yesterday that they are challenging any social on -campus
fraternity to a track meet.
DTO won the last Inter-fraternity meet held three years
ago.
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er’s

third consecutive victory
from his second
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The Spartans will offer little
competition to the Stanford squad
in the majority of the other events.
g-

NOTICE

nc

LOST: General Botany by Hoiman and Robbins, upstairs in main
building. If found, please return
to Lost and Found or Dorothea
Bernsdorf. Very important as this
book is not mine.
ment. Four other better than average chuckers, A b be, Lucente.
Espinosa, and Rich will back
Filice up.
Nell will do the catching with
Bucher on first, Taylor on second,
Martinez on third, and Sunzeri at
short. In the outfield the starting
combination will be Taormina in
left, Bennett center. and Abbe
right field.

WEEKLY.F.YE-TEMS

PATHETIQUE
BUDGETUQUE)

SAN JOSE I
Box Lunch I
15c & 25c
SAN

country today, Coach Tiny
Hartranft’s varsity track and field
aggregation is not worried about

since

Coale,’ Larry Florini’s freshman
baseball team puts the finishing
touches to one of the most sue-I
cessful fresh seasons on record
tomorrow afternoon when they
meet Salinas junior college in the
Lettuce City.
The junior collegians are one of
the two ball clubs who hold vietortes over the frosh, University
of California’s freshmen boast of
the other win, scored in San Jose’s
flrst game of the year with very{
little previous practice. Since that’
game Eiorini’s squad went on to!
win nine straight tilts, being halted{
only last week by Salinas. They accounted for their tenth victory{
Saturday, beating Hollister J.C. ’
For the final contest, Pete "Kha
ki" Felice, best of the hurlers, wil
probably draw the starting assign

DON’T BE

FRESNO

the

Frosh Nine In
Finale; Meet
Salinas J. C.

Mop

’hypo’)
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meeting one of the
strongest college track teams in

The center of attention will be
posi- focused on Paul Moore, Stanford’s
ace distance man, who will be
tion.
gunning for a new world’s record
Harper combined with Jack Dixin the 1320-yard run. Moore, who
on to keep their undefeated mark
has been running the half mile
clean by whipping the U.S.F. duo
and mile races in dual meets this
of Dapello and Ed Toppins, 6-4,
year, will attempt to break the
6-2. Harper and Dixon are entered
record of 2:59.5 up for acceptance
in the mid -state tennis tourney at
by Sidney Wooderson, Great BritFresno this week -end.
Britain’s premier runner.
Vic Ehle, George Egling, and
As there will be no mile run,
Captain George Eller were forced
to three sets by their Don op- Coach Hartranft will enter Viol
Ruble, towering San Jose distance
ponents before winning.
man, in the half mile only. Ruble,
Summary:
who (wasted home in second place
SINGLES
last Saturday behind Fresno’s BobSan Jose man named first:
Madrid, will be preparing for
Ed Harper d. Ed Dapello 6-0, 6-1. by
Vie Ehle d. Ed Topkins 6-2, 4-6, the invasion of San Diego’s middle
distance performers Saturday.
6-4.
Co-captain Tony Sunzeri is the
Jack Dixon d. John Zaro 6-0, 6-0.
George Egling d. Bob Tompkins San Jose hope for a fire place
against the Indian institution. Sun2-6, 6-1, 6-3.
George Quetin d. Doug Venve 6-2, zert’s mark of 13 feet 8 inches set
In the Long Beach Relays last
6-1.
George Kifer d. Phil Povey 8-6, month, is better than the efforts
of Stanford’s trio of bamboo ar44, 8-4.
tists. Sunzeri is consistent at 13
DOUBLES
Harper -Dixon d. Dapello-Toppins, feet 8 inches and may go higher
on the fine Stanford pit.
6-4, 6-2.
Ticky Vasconcellos and J oh ii
Zaro-Thompicins,
d.
Ehl-Egling
Peek may grab one-two in the
6-3, 6-0.
Quetin-Kifer d. Venve-Povey 6-1, broad jump as Stanford’s entries,
Ray Brown, Thor Peterson, and
7-5.
Vic Chambers, have been incon- sistent throughout the season. Vasconcellos is undefeated this year,
while Peek was the nation’s number one junior college broad jumper last year.
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moving up

514 OP

4?

REDSKIN RUNNER
AFTER RECORD

the outcome. The Spartans will
use the meet merely as a workout
cinonference
preparationcl a s hforwitthhe amnpoprtieagnot
Lanky Ed Harper, playing in the number one singles spot vacated
San
by the ineligible John Krysiak, continued his win streak by conquering State at Spartan field
Saturday
lEd Dopello 6-0, 6-1. This is Harp- afternoon.

Estelle

Winfield, Mann J.C., 3-6. Theresa
Francisco junior Lemke and Dorothy Dahl, doubles
team, was defeated by the Mann
eve, in the finals to win the .1
C. in the semi-finals, 4-6.
cod singles title for San Jose
Other schools participating in
Francisco
San
the
college at
the playday were Mills College,
t tennis playday at the Palace
San Mateo J.C., Mann J.C., San
fate Arts last Saturday.
iirtiet Sheldon, second singles, Francisco J.C., and San Franbleated in the finals by Meryl cisco Stale,
:0 Hooker
,tidian, San

’E
TS
T
T

POLE

Poi

’ Tony Sunzeii
1, Favored To Cop
Pole Vault
From Indians
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I
thin year, Todd, who is working
for a credential at San Jose State
college, tossed the spear out 207
feet against Stanford and 213 feet
against the University of Cantorma and Washington State college
a’’’aL
In a triangular meet Saturday.
brought
the
who
Axe Todd,
Todd has hopes this year of
National Intercollegiate track
opionship home to Sparta In vanquishing the Trojan javelin ace
now preparing to meet his and national record holder, Bobby
teammates as a representa.. Peoples, when the two meet April
The San Jose State varsity tennis team kept its four-year mark
club when the 28. The former Spartan’s best
of the Olympic
unblemished as consecutive victory number 31 was scored at the ex.eged.0 tangles with the local mark is 228 feet, made in Germany
while
barnstorming
with
the pense of the University of San Francisco squad, 9 to 0, on the Seventh
*next Tuesday.
street courts.
xlennus in the only two meetalA.A.U. champions of 1938.

ay KEITH BIRLEM
with a foreign
isoliliar face
clad javelin
, that Cardinal
working out daily with the
at the Seventh
l’ird.9 harriers

desiring daliy
^tabor, iron
3se please not.
through Boa
yr phone Palo
i o’clock.

the
:e.

_Spattaa Dail

;RIENDLY ENEMY* *TRAINS
lodd Tossing For Olympic Club

WHY
NOT

Right iwross Fourth
on Sian Antonio.

MODERN CIVILIZATION
The pace that modern civilization sets has nurtured eve
close
ati cue concentrated
work combined with artificial
iicht have contributed greatly to eyesight defects
Ballard 1100
ORA-AN/PENCE It FOSTER
OCTOMITRIST

BANK

OF AMERICA
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Student Store Has Checkered History
omas’
s rueco-op ’DELTA SIGMA Neil
ease
GAMMA WILL To Speak At STUDENTS ON
When Taken Over
By College Authorities HOLD SMOKER Open Forum KQW TONIGHT
By JOHN

BLAIR BEACH

San Jose State’s student store, long known as the "Student Coop", loses the title "co-operative" next year. This was the decision
of the student council at a meeting held last week, after hearing the
recommendations of an investigating committee headed by Verne
Williams appointed by the council to probe into the affairs and
history of the store. Other committee members were Royal Scott
and Sidney Webb.
Until the year 1924, there was
no student store. Textbooks were
usually ordered by the various instructors for their classes, and resold to the students, although students also individually purchased
books. This arrangement was not
successful, and difficulties existed.
In 1924 It was decided that a
central agency for ordering books
and other student supplies was
needed to facilitate purchasing,
and to eliminate the difficulties
which existed under the old system. An all -college fund-raising
campaign was started, and many
activities, including a variety
show, were staged. The variety
show given in 1924 was the forerunner of Spartan Revelries.
The first student store was established as a co-operative venture in a small room in the Administration building, now used as
the mimeograph room. Students
put,.
were given checks for all

Story Telling Club
Will Meet
Thursday Night

In 1927 the store was taken out
of the hands of the student body,
and became a part of administration functions, under Controller
Neil Thomas. A policy determining board was established, with
President T. W. MacQuarrie, VicePresident H. F. Minssen, and Nell
Thomas as members. The store
was moved to the location of the
present Spartan Stag building in
the rear quad. In 1937 it again
moved to its present location in

- Popular Swing Records 1 Oc Ten cents each 10
CALIFORNIA RADIO SHOP
New and Used Radios
Open until 9 P.M.
588 West San Carlos
Col. 3036

American

Little Theater.
According to the Open Forum
chairman, Marie Tinkler, M -Day
refers to the Mobilization Day Bill
now up before Congress providing
for mobilization of the army and
the United States citizens in caw
the United States should enter the
European war.

LILLIAN BILLINGTON
BACK FROM NEW YORK

PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE
CLASS HEARS DR. BARRY

tellers.
This organization has recently
been incorporated with the "National Story League" and offers
mail!, opportunities for those in terested In promoting the art of
Miss
announced
telling,
story
Celeste Slauson, in charge of the
group.
This is the first meeting Pince
the affiliation with the National
Story Telling League and all pros.
pective members wishing to join
are invited to attend this meeting.

Miss Lillian Billingten, assistant
professor of Education, has recently returned from a two quarter’s leave of absence in New York
where she has been working on a
new book series titled. "Using
Words’.
These books are a new innovation in the field of spelling, as
no books up to this time have!
used language in conjunction with
spelling. They are used in the primary schools up through the
eighth grade.

Dr. Raymond Barry, head of the
English department, will he the
speaker at the meeting of the
Discussion
of
Life
Philosophy
group which will be held this afternoon from 4 to 5 o’clock in
Room 14. "Humor" will be the
topic on which Dr. Barry will speak.
Everyone interested is welcome
to attend the meeting and take
part in the discussion, according
to Agnes Rider and Bill Nitschke,
co-chairmen.

*

COUNCIL

-

INDUSTRIAL ARTS CLUB
I MEETS FOR ELECTION
-*

(Continued from Page One)
izations, and students having books
sell would turn them over to
this group sometime before the.
sale. Books not sold would be returned to their owners.
’Title other method, called the
"UC-UCLA" plan, would be based
on a buying and selling percentage basis, with profits accrued to
be used to defer operating and insurance expenses.
Before any definite action will be
taken, the Book Exchange committee of Scott, Fernando Toggawa, and Roger Battle will meet
with Councilman Bill Rodrick and
Ham Hodgson, and Controller Neil
Thomas to make a further analysis
of the plans.

Members of APO, college social’
fraternity, will assemble this eve ning at the San Jose Bowling Al ley at 7:30 for an hour before at tending their regular meeting later
, in the evening, said Sid Webb,
president.
Pledges and members alike will
Jack Lewis, the former treasur- meet zit Doug Curry’s place on
er, resigned to do his student Capitol avenue where a regular
meeting will be held.
teaching, leaving the vacancy.
The organization will also decide whether it is to have a conFRANK
VARGAUS
cession on Spardi Gras Day, according to Moore.

ACCOUNTING SOCIETY
MEETS TODAY AT 4:00

Alpha Eta Sigma, honorary accounting society, will hold a meeting today at 4 o’clock in Room
139, at which time candidates will
be selected to take an examinaSocial affairs committee for
tion for membership, according to
Spardi Gras dance decorations:
Francis Pearson, president.
Please meet at 12:30 today In the
Pledging will start next MonStudent Union.
day. Pearson states.
the basement of the new Student
Union.
ARTISTS
THREE INVESTIGATIONS
There have been three investiMATERIALS
gations of the student store since
Canvas, Brushes, Papers, Colors
It was taken over by college auSAN JOSE PAINT
thorities, the last one being Just
& WALLPAPER CO.
112 So. 2nd St.
concluded. It was decided In all
Col. 23
cases that "student co-operative"
was a misnomer, because it ceased
being a co-operative store when
taken over by the administration.
The Finest Milk Shakes

5c and 10c
cream or sherbet carton -

5c

LANE’S FROZEN CUSTARD
136 E SAN FERNANDO ST

APO MEETING AT 7:30
IN BOWLING ALLEY

Willi the election of 0 new secreta ry the main order of business,
the Industrial Arts club will meet
today at 12:30 in the main lecture
room of the Industrial Arts buildmg, announces Tom Moore, president of the group.

Or The Best Ice Cream
Is Served To You
PROMPTLY

Double-dipped chocolate
olate
a
ice cream cone
pint ice

and

Plans

Civil Liberties" will be the topic on
which Neil Thomas, controller, will
speak at the Open Forum meeting
tomorrow at 12 o’clock in the

NEWS IN BRIEF

Relax-Refresh-Rejoice
1,2

"M -Day

Members of the Story Telling
club will meet Thursday in Room
122 at 8 o’clock to hear a recording
of "The Elephant Child" by Rudyard Kipling, author, in addition to
stories by three student story

chases, and at the end of the school
year. were given refund from accumulated profits according to the W
value of their certificates
The co-operative system proved
Impractical. Student "graft" was
prevalent. The co-op certificates
were accumulated by a small porCon of the student body, and at
the end of the school year it was
discovered that relatively few students held all of the certificates
issued during the year. Student
management proved inefficient.
Within three years the co-op was
$7000 In debt. Its credit was
stopped by the various book companies.
The
co-operative
store
reached
stagnation.
Instructors
again ordered textbooks, and resold them to their students.

- -Second smoker of the pledge
period of Delta Sigma Gamma,
social fraternity, will be held at
the Hotel De Alma tonight at 8
p.m., according to President Frank
Holt.
Vern Williams and Richard
Ormsby are co-chairmen of the
affair. This will be the last smoker
before the beginning of the pledging which will start next week.
Formerly called Yal Omed, the
fraternity consists mainly of DeMolays and sons of Masonic parents, states Holt.

At The

1

SAN JOSE
CREAMERY
149 8. First St.

For Smartness
and Comfort
wear

"IN-OR-OUTERS"

Extending a topic presented
two
weeks ago, "More
About The
Simple Life", will be
discussed on
this evening’s broadcast
of the
I’Thinking Out Loud"
program
over KQW at 9:15.
Two weeks ago the
topic was
"The Simple Life on a
Far Of
Isle". The evening’s
broadcast
be along the lines of
the former
discussion, but will follow
out the
question as to what modern
youth
can do to resolve its problems without setting up an ideal
society on
a "far off Isle",
Presenting the round -table
duicussion will be Elmo Robinson, as.
sociate professor of philosophy,
and
a number of students from hls advanced classes.

NOTICES

There will be an Important meeting of the Advance Luncheon committee today in the Morris Dailey
upstairs, 12:15 sharp. Would like
to see B. Sakamoto, K. Okada,
F. Ono and M. Kawakami.T.O.
Will any student desiring daily
round-trip transportation from
Palo Alto to San Jose please notify Shirley Bawman through Box
’B’ at the co-op or phone Palo
Alto 23329 after 6 o’clock.
r

GIVE
GIFTS
THAT 1
LAST

JEWELRY
That’s the
Thing.

STACKPOLES
That’s the
Place.
V
THIS GOOD LOOKING SPORT
SHIRT COMES IN BLUE,
GREEN, AND TAN.

STACKPOLE

SADDLE -STITCH COLLAR
CHALK TONE STRIPES.
IDEAL FOR WARM
WEATHER.

THE
JEWELER

Priced

$2110

V

Frank Vargaus
The Hatter
82 SOUTH FIRST STREET
COLUMBIA 20

-*

SOUTH FIRST
Antonin
Cor. W. San

199

